
LEMON CONVINCER

Close your eyes and take a deep gentle breath…good…now…focus your attention on 
your breathing…and as you are breathing gently, allow your breath to just drift d-o-w-n 
through your chest, into your stomach and d-o-w-n through your body as though it were 
going to flow all the way d-o-w-n into your toes.

Relax all the muscles in your face for a moment…now drop your jaw ever so slightly 
and release any tension.

Releasing and relaxing…feel your shoulders sink into the frame of your body..good…
Relax your arms…your elbows becoming limp and relaxed…release and relax…good…

In your imagination, take yourself to a favorite kitchen. A kitchen that you are fond of, 
from your near or distant past…a place that holds good feeling for you…maybe when 
you were a young child…maybe even the kitchen you have now…

Just choose one now…good…

Look all around you…see all the familiar things in this kitchen…notice the warmth of the 
room…breathe in the wonderful aroma of your favorite food as it cooks…see the 
condensation - the steam - forming on the windows…hear the bubbling sound of the 
foods cooking on top of the stove…feel the warmth coming from the oven and top of the 
stove…

Over there you notice a large cutting board on top of the counter. On that cutting board 
is a beautiful…bright…yellow…round…plump lemon.

Pick up that lemon in one of your hands…You can feel and see every one of the pores 
of the lemon…run your thumb over the lemon…notice those little bumps…it’s almost 
waxlike…study all the features of this beautiful yellow lemon…the skin is so perfect…
free of spots or blemishes…

Now…place that lemon gently back on the cutting board.

Right next to the cutting board is a sharp cutting knife. Give yourself permission to 
safely pick up the knife and now slice that lemon in half. 

Place the knife back down and notice the small puddles of lemon juice forming on the 
board. 

Now…pick up the lemon and quickly bring it to your nose. Smell the lemon (make a 
sound here) 



(Speaking more rapidly) Now, take that lemon and sink your teeth into it. Be aware of 
the juices - feel them on your tongue and the insides of your mouth  (pause)  slowly 
move your tongue around your mouth and feel what is happening…good…

Now, slowly come back to the room, and when you are ready, open your eyes.

 “Now…tell me about the kitchen.”

“What did you notice about the lemon?” 

(Only if client mentions that they tasted or smelled the lemon, discuss that there is no 
lemon here, it’s your imagination. “You thought about it, and your body responded.”)

“Tell me…even though you knew you are here, in my office, on that chair, didn’t it 
feel, even for a brief moment, that you were there in that kitchen?”

Wait for a “yes”, then say, “That’s what hypnosis feels like.”
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